
LECTU
RE 7: The Stern-Gerlach Experim

ent and Recap of O
rigins of 

                      Q
uantum

 Theory   

      Goals of the lecture:  -finish and recap what we have learned so
                                           far regarding the origins of quantum

 theory

                                          -begin discussion of quantum
 m

echanics
                                           with the introduction  of the wave function.

      W
hat I expect you to learn:

                                     -how to describe Stern-Gerlach
                                       experim

ent
                                      -W

hat are the results and why
                                        classical physics does not explain them

 
                                      -W

hat is the wave function, and how
                                        we interpret the wave function
                                                          
             Corresponds to sections 1.5, 2.1, and 2.2 of textbook
                                                          



Consider a charged sphere whose rotation
axis is at an angle θ with respect to the z
axis

By applying a m
agnetic field B along the z

direction, the sphere will start to precess
about the z axis

N
ow consider a one-electron atom

 in the Bohr 
M

odel:





W
ith classical physics, all values of the z projection of the m

agnetic 
dipole m

om
ent should be allowed.

From
 what we have learned from

 quantum
 physics, we know that the 

angular m
om

entum
 will be quantised. BU

T, there are no constaints (yet) on 
what are the allowed values of the projection of the angular m

om
entum

  
 W

ith the Stern-Gerlach experim
ent we'll see that  L z is quantised.

This is called "space quantisation"



TH
E STERN

-GERLA
CH

 EX
PERIM

EN
T

-O
ven em

its silver atom
s

-A
tom

s go through m
agnet with

  non-uniform
 B field along z direction

-Trajectory of atom
s is bent is proportion to 

-O
bserve pattern of silver atom

s on collecting plate



A
 postcard from

 Gerlach to Bohr:
"...the experim

ental proof of directional
quantisation. W

e congratulate you on
the confirm

ation of your theory!"

Space quantisation experim
ent in

PH
Y225: Zeem

an effect



RECA
P of CH

A
PTER 1:

Blackbody Radiation: 
H

ow m
uch radiation at a given wavelength is em

itted by a blackbody
at tem

perature T? 

Problem
: Classical physics predicts infinite am

ount of energy 
               em

itted! short wavelengths are responsible -> "U
ltraviolet 

               Catastrophe" 

Planck's solution:  The am
ount of energy em

itted at a given 
                               wavelength is quantised 

 Perhaps for som
e yet to be understood reason atom

s in cavity
 wall can only em

it em
 radiation of a given am

plitude?



RECA
P of CH

A
PTER 1:

Photoelectric effect:  electrons are em
itted when light shines on a polished

                                     surface
    The problem

:  classical physics cannot explain the observations e.g.:
                                   -threshold frequency for electron em

ission
                                   -kinetic energy of electrons depends on 
                                    frequency of light but not on intensity
                               
    Einstein's solution: introduced the concept of "quantum

 of light" 
    with energy

Com
pton Scattering:

The idea of light as a particle took m
ore tim

e to m
ature.   

Com
pton's scattering experim

ent gave clear evidence that em
 radiation

behaved as particles with m
om

entum
.



RECA
P of CH

A
PTER 1::

Rutherford A
tom

: a "planetary-type" system
 with the electron

                               orbiting a heavy nucleus  

  problem
s with the m

odel: 
                                            -lifetim

e of such a system
 should be

                                             < 1 ns!
                                            -does not explain line spectra
  Bohr's postulates: 
                                   -O

nly certain electron orbits are allowed i.e. 
                                     atom

 has a discreet set of stationary
                                     states -> im

plies that angular m
om

entum
 is 

                                     quantised
                                   -em

 radiation em
itted or absorbed when

                                     electron goes through a transition between
                                     states
These postulates explain the line spectra
Franck-H

ertz experim
ent  confirm

s that internal energy states of 
  atom

s are quantised.



RECA
P of CH

A
PTER 1::

The concept of light as electrom
agnetic waves was established prior

to the onset of the quantum
 revolution

Various experim
ents and observations forced people to accept 

that light also has a particle nature

Louis de Broglie's hypothesis extended this m
atter-wave duality to 

ordinary particles:  

This hypothesis was confirm
ed with the D

avisson-Germ
er and other 

experim
ents.

W
e know how to deal with particles and we know how to deal with

 waves (and you are learning about it in the waves course). 

 H
ow do we deal with these particle-wave hybrids from

 a
 m

athem
atical and physical standpoint?     



Recall the Electron Biprism
:

 The experim
ent:                                    The results:

 W
hat one can observe is Young's

 double-slit experim
ent with light:

If the electron is a wave, it's a wave of what? H
ow do we interpret

it? 



In Young's double slit experim
ent, the interference pattern represents the

intensity  of light on the screen (equal to the sum
 of the am

plitudes 
squared)

For electrons, the pattern we see represents the probablility distribution
for a single electron to be detected at a given point on the screen.

     this would im
ply that the probablility of finding the electron is equal

      to the square of som
e wave function

        this wave function m
ust represent the probablility am

plitude for
      finding an electron at a given point in space





W
e saw that the interference effect was obtained by adding two waves

together. W
ith the right setup,  one could add an arbitrary num

ber of 
waves:

 








